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"The truth is something you never forget,
and it's just important that people know the
truth“
- Maria Farmer

Maria Farmer
Outlaw artist
Maria Farmer, is an American whistleblower revolutionary visual artist,
trained at New York Academy of Arts, where Eileen Guggenheim
instructed her to work for Jeffrey Epstein and Ghislaine Maxwell. She
subsequently was staying with them in properties which belonged to
Les Wexner of Victoria’s Secret, who she describes as the “Head of the
Snake” for the USA. She earned her Master’s degree in 1995.

Farmer, a gifted figurative painter, had described her and her sister
Annie's experiences of sexual misconduct from Epstein and Ghislaine
Maxwell to Vicky Ward (shown in “Trampling Nubiles”), at that time a
journalist at Vanity Fair in 2002 - but the publication refrained from
including it in their accounts. Instead, Ward told her friend Ghislaine
Maxwell, that Maria was reporting and sharing details of the time she
spent with her and Epstein. Ward also revealed Maria’s whereabouts.
This resulted in Maria receiving continual threats, including death
threats from Maxwell and also meant that she had to move in order to
keep herself safe.
Mainstream media have only lightly touched upon her case. When
invited to speak on “The View”, she was sent home when in the briefing
she mentioned she would be discussing Les Wexner, L Brands’ (VS/
Bath & Body Works) mafia-boss-like owner, who as part of enabling
Epstein to have as seemingly as much money and resources as he liked,
gave him both Little St James island, and the largest townhouse in
New York City.
Interviews describing Maria’s experiences have, however, shook the
world of alternative media, opening the eyes of many. She has
appropriately been described as one of the most foremost
whistleblowers of our time. Maria was gagged after revealing interviews
with Whitney Webb and Shaun Attwood; in between these interviews,
the chef she had described as “knowing everything”, died. She has been
ignored by the FBI and on the run for 18 years. Her original report in
1996 was never acted upon - resulting in years of further abuse by
Maxwell and Epstein.

Maria’s sister Annie, who describes Ghislaine Maxwell - born into a spy
family - as a “dangerous psychopath”, is one of her most vocal accusers,
having also suffered abuse by Epstein while Maxwell posed as a
“chaperone”. Similarly to with Maria’s friend, hero and fellow survivor
Virginia Roberts (depicted in “Uppercutting the Upper Crust”), Maxwell
tried to persuade Annie to carry one of Epstein’s children.

Yet Ghislaine Maxwell has been charged with only a miniscule fraction
of her crimes, while no legal mechanism seems to be in place to address
either the scope and reach her operations or direct traceable
implications regarding systemic corruption. This can be seen in so many
aspects of the case, such as Epstein’s unprecedented immunity “plea
deal”, originally made illegally without informing victim accusers, on
grounds of “connections to intelligence”, and created partly by one of the
accused themselves, Alan Dershowitz (featured in “Kafka’s Revenge”).
What she has shares through her art is revealing, appropriately
shocking, and highly illuminating on possibly the biggest case of the last
100 years.
If not for systemic corruption, it perhaps may even have the capacity to
take down the octopus-like transnational trafficking syndicate that
Maxwell and Epstein worked for and with - trafficking under-age girls to
many of the world’s richest and most powerful, while collecting
incriminating secret recordings on high level associates which have been
used to leverage influence and to control political, economic and foreign
policy and also military, tech, science and global affairs. How far it will
get depends upon how “Law” is embedded in that list.

Maria’s recent FOIA request for her original case details has been
refused by the FBI on the grounds citing that the “CIA” would not allow
its release. It can only be concluded that the extent and influence of
corrupt covert operations includes the US judicial system itself, and
intelligence agencies of multiple countries.
While Maria has spent the whole of the last year fighting lymphoma
and receiving cancer treatment, she recently found the drive to paint;
this collection is the result.
The current works graphically reveal many things much more vividly
than words alone can share.
Such is the power of art.
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Oil Pastel on Paper.

“Trampling Nubiles”
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Oil Pastel on Paper.

“Kafka’s Revenge”
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Oil Pastel on Paper.

THE NEW YORK ART WORLD
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Oil Pastel on Paper.

UPPERCUTTING THE UPPERCRUST
March 2021
Oil Pastel on Paper.

Maria Farmer’s 2020 seven foot wide picture “The Setiles” (the name
based on a rearrangement of the word “elites”), represented a change in
artistic style and showed powerful figures and aspects of the
trafficking/blackmail/international espionage web of Epstein/Maxwell
and Wexner.

In an interview Maria said… “My work now will be focused on exposing
the elites”.

“The Setiles”
March 2021

The Daily Beast - "Epstein Victim Is Painting His Enablers as
Murderous Lizard People“
News for a Change - "One of Jeffrey Epstein's earliest victims
says Trump Clintons, Dershowitz and Rothschilds all involved"

A Selection of Maria Farmer’s Interviews and Features:
Jeffrey Epstein accuser - Ghislaine Maxwell threatened her life, FBI "failed"
her – CBS “This Morning” show.
The first person to report Jeffrey Epstein and Ghislaine Maxwell to t
he FBI | 60 Minutes Australia
Maria Farmer speaks to Ashleigh Bowden

ABC: EPSTEIN- A Closer Look at 'The Setiles' by Maria Farmer

Epstein Victim Maria Farmer Speaks With Whitney Webb Part I Part II
Maria Farmer's Last Interview: Shaun Attwood
Maria Farmer interview with Jason Bermas
Head of the Snake - Maria Farmer talks to TruNews
Maria Farmer interview with TrueAnonPod
Maria Farmer first of Jeffrey Epstein's victims to come forward
Interview with Maria Farmer - Bobby Capucci Part I Part II

Wikipedia - Maria Farmer
Related:
Maxwell Family Operatiions - SND Live w/Whitney Webb
Djerassi HIgh – TrueAnonPod Technology connections
DaniGossipGirl Biden Mega Group
The Maxwell Family Business Epstein

Maria Farmer has been battling hard in her
fight with cancer, having struggled with
extensive chemo and radiation therapy since
the beginning of 2020.
For articles, to contact her concerning her
artwork, or to support –

Contact:
@ArtisticBlower
http://www.mariafarmerart.com

